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Hi I’m Montgomery and I wanted to go to the moon.
Unfortunately everyone said I was too small.

Bu
t I

 fin
ally reached the moon and this is what happened . . .



I decided to try a few things to grow bigger.
1) I went to the park, where all the dogs 

bark, after school to try the monkey bars.
“OUCH!” That didn’t work at all!



2) They told me to drink milk, 
but I didn’t grow an inch!

But I wasn’t 
going to give up,

I was going,
to GROW up!



I thought and thought
that I didn’t need to be big.

I just needed my brain to grow.



So I searched how to make a rocket and 
in a few days I made it!



I packed up my bag without my parents seeing.
I packed a lot of food too!



Zoom! Now I am in space.

I live here, I have plenty of food.
But I learnt one thing – if I tried, my size 

wouldn’t matter I would still win my prize!
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Every child wants to go to the Moon.
Montgomery is too small to go, but he is determined.

What does he do to reach the Moon?

Young writers from Ministry of Stories in Hackney, east London were matched with volunteer 
illustrators, based on how the illustrator’s individual artistic style could bring each page of the 

story to life. Volunteer writing mentors are the lifeblood of the Ministry of Stories and they 
helped the young writers to spark ideas and unleash their imaginations. The picture book you 

have in your hands is a unique collaboration. We hope you enjoy it.

Ministry of Stories is a creative writing and mentoring charity helping young people find their 
voices, discover their courage and creativity and building their confidence, self-respect and 

communication skills. You can find out more about Ministry of Stories at ministryofstories.org
Ministry of Stories in partnership with Penguin Random House UK is helping young people 

across the UK to meet their creative potential and inspiring a nation of storytellers.
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